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ost of our sailing buddies know Blake Learmonth and I from sailing and
racing with us on dry lakes around the Western USA. We both enjoy the sport
of landsailing, the competition and friends we meet, sail and party with at these events.
Blake runs NALSA.org site as webmaster, where he continues to do a great job. Thank you
Blake (don’t worry - Blake’s not going anywhere!). When he’s not sailing on the dirt; Blake
teaches graphic arts to high school seniors in Albuquerque, New Mexico. I have for some
time “dabbled” in photography, graphic art and lately amateur video (very amateur video)
sometimes with good results! I recently created a small “stir” by creating a sort of “magazine cover” using one of my best photos of Dennis Bassano. I used the title DIRTBOATING
MAGAZINE. The photo was taken from video using a camera attached to the mast top,
looking down.
Several sailors liked it and suggested they would subscribe to a magazine like this, possibly on the internet. Blake was interested and we think we have a plan to make this “imaginary” online PDF style magazine a reality (NO, you won’t have to subscribe!) and we hope
the landsailing community will be interested enough to support the effort.
We invite sailors out there on the dirt (ice too) to submit stories and photos of general
interest to landsailors worldwide. Blake and I will arrange and publish them PDF style, on
the internet. We will be honored to put YOUR PHOTO on our cover if you submit a great
one.
The goal and purpose of this effort is to promote our sport; publish stories and photos
for the benefit of sailors; and generally promote interest and participation in the sport of
landsailing.
Duncan Harrison
Blake Learmonth
March 1, 2013

Dirtboating magazine is published online from an undisclosed location or locations in the western United States,
probably nowhere near Area 51
Publishers and editors: Duncan Harrison
Blake Learmonth
Please assume that everything you see is copyrighted by
someone.
On the other hand, over the years I have been given literally thousands of landsailing images, almost never with any
clear indication as to who the photographers were. If you

Allen Wirtanen Ivanpah Allen Wirtanen Ivanpah
see a photo that is wrongly credited or not credited and you
know who the photographer or featured landsailor is, please
let us know. editor@dirtboating.com
One of the fortunate aspects of digital publishing is that we
can make corrections relatively easily when compared to an
on-paper magazine. So if you see something that is amiss
we would like to hear about it.
At this point this is this is not a money-making business; we
will depend on volunteer writers and photographers. If you
are interested in writing and article or having your action
photos published, send them our way. Although this is
primarily a web-magazine, we would like to have images
that could be printed.
dirtboating.com
Issue 1 volume 1 March 2013
© Dirtboating Magazine 2013
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Racing Minis
in

Europe

T

Curtis Obi

he following account of mini yacht landsailing in France last summer is only my recollection, and is subject to errors and omissions
due, in part, to excessive consumption of wine and baguettes.

The 2012 Landsailing World Championships were held on a north-facing beach in Cherrueix,
on the northwest coast of France on July 8-15. The USA was represented by ten Americans:
Dennis Bassano (Class II); Nord Embroden (Mini and Class III); Jim Goss (Mini and Class III);
Glenn Monahan (Mini and Class Promo); Curtis Obi (Class Mini); Carsten Owen (Class Promo);

Curtis OBI, Seagull Silence

Matthew Roberts (Class Promo);
Lester Robertson (Class Standart);
Mary Robertson (Class Standart);
and Sam Robertson (Class Promo).
Dennis was the top American
pilot, finishing 7th in Class II out of
a fleet of 23.
The event began with three days
of mini racing on a small, 100 to
200 yards long, centrally-located
race course, followed by five days
of racing by the other classes on
two larger race courses located
several miles away and farther
out onto the mud flat. Kite buggies raced in the central area but
farther out in the mud and water.
The mini course occupied the narrow strip of mostly dry and firm
sand immediately adjacent to the
event concourse, keeping the mini
pilots relatively dry and making
this a great spectator event.
One of the coolest aspects of the
mini fleet was that many pilots
(including some of the best) from
the other, bigger, landsailing
classes decided to join in, giving
everyone a rare chance to compete with accomplished pilots
they’ve only watched before. With
almost 80 entrants, the Mini class
was too big for everyone to race
together; although the race committee threatened that they might
try if there was time at the end
(that would have been awesome!).
Instead, we were separated into
at least four (or five or six?) groups
that competed against each other
in smaller heat races of maybe 2
to 4 laps each. I think each mini
pilot eventually raced every other
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mini pilot at least once. After each
round of the heat races, the top
finishers in each heat then competed in a “Masters” run off. I think
the entire fleet was then scored
once for that entire round. I don’t
know how the race committee
assigned scores for racers who
did not reach a Masters run off,
because there would be, for example, multiple finishers in each

flags—three minutes, one minute,
and ten seconds before the start.
I don’t recall many collisions and
none were serious. Some pilots
chose to stop in an advantageous
spot and wait for the start. This
was allowed although they then
had to begin the race from a
standing start.
Our truly generous friend JeanGlenn Monahan Seagul Silence
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position because of the multiple
heats. Didn’t ask, didn’t care, too
busy having fun.
More interestingly, the races did
not begin with the usual standing start. Instead, each race began
with a moving start. Again, I don’t
remember the specifics, but as
I recall, there was some kind of
signal to begin and, as it evolved,
everyone began sailing in the area
before the start line in a counterclockwise swirl (I don’t think there
was any requirement to do so).
There were warning whistles and

Philippe Krischer of Seagull provided Jim, Glenn, and I with his
Silence mini yachts and Nord with
his Ludic mini yacht. Personally, I
have raced before on the beaches
of Holland, Argentina, and Belgium, but always in unfamiliar
boats and never with any practice
before the first race. This regatta
was no different and my lack of
preparation paid off as my mini
began to disassemble itself during
my first pre-race “swirl”. Luckily,
Patrick from Airtrack was watching nearby and helped me reassemble my mini without losing

too much time. And by the end of
that race, my upper mast section
had popped out and the top of
my sail was flopped over. After
that race I spent some quality
time with my yacht, tightening up
things and just getting familiar. By
the end of the mini regatta, however, I was the only American to
(barely) qualify for a Masters run
off mainly because I finally threw
caution to the wind and flew into
crowded turns at full power, using
the soft sand to slow me down
and somehow always finding last
minute openings to avoid major
collisions. There were at least a
dozen different Mini yacht designs
competing and it seemed that no
one design dominated, aside from
the eventual winner from Germa-
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ny who won every Masters run off pionships, the mini class may
be the place to be for foreign(although not every heat race he
was in). Some Blokarts and French ers coming to compete. Lastly, I
Ludics/English Pottys did well too. enjoyed the swirling, moving, mini
starts, and hope we can repeat it
So this field seems wide open to
new ideas and
different deThere were at least a dozen
signs.

interview:

International 5.6 Mini Sailor

Burton Grover

different Mini yacht designs

We had a great
competing and it seemed that
time in Cherrueix, the mini
n o o n e d e s i g n d o m i n a t e d.
racing was a
hit, and a lot
of American pilots are now jump- for the WC2014. Maybe we can try
it in the meantime for minis and
ing into the mini fray. I think this
Manta singles, limiting its use to
is pent-up demand for a simple
wind speeds of 15 mph or less.
open development class of small,
[FISLY Rules: http://www.fisly.org/
easily transportable landyachts.
rules/isrr.pdf ]
Without a shipping container
sponsor for the 2014 World Cham-
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What is your sailing experience
before landsailers, Burton?
Burton: I was a windsurfer, sailing
mostly at Hood River. Since I was
younger when I lived Boise, Idaho
and Alaska. I rasied my family in
Idaho, I've always been close to
rivers and sailing.
What was your first landsailer?
Burton: The first landsailer I built
was a scaled down version of the
ICE FLYER, with the sail behind me.
I built it from plans downloaded
from the internet and called it
HYBRID RS.
Living in SE Washington State–how
often do you get to landsail?
Burton:When the season opens,
usually around Memorial Day, I go
down to Alvord Dry Lake in Oregon. I sail down there about twice
a month during the summer. This
along with participating in the
America’s Landsailing Cup and the
Holy Gale.
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Mini under construction USMYA Class 3 yacht built by Terry Fulbright from Fed 5 bits and
some fairly exotic custom components.

Which is your favorite dry lake?
Burton: Alvord is the best dry
lake. Better than any of them. It’s
the prettiest because of the Steen
Mountains right along side the
lake which are the greatest backdrop to landsailing I know of. You
can walk right off the playa and
be climbing in the mountains. The
wind comes over and through
the Steens from the west and you

can lay a course the length of the
playa, some 9 to 10 miles!
When the wind is more southerly,
you can lay a course across the
playa 6 miles!
Which is your favorite landsailer

type/model and why?
The miniyacht, because and this
is the good part - the thing I really
like is the open frame. I really feel
connected and a part of what’s
happening around me. The bigger
landsailers seem to me like driv-
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I nter view

pah the following year to race
and learned there was a lot to
the sport I still didn’t know. I kept
coming back and learned to race
and have done well.
It’s been said the miniyachts are
easy to transport and extremely fun
to sail, especially with the “flying
starts” being used in France. Are you
looking forward to flying starts?
Burton: Yes I am! It’s something
I’ve never done before and it’s
going to be an interesting addition to our landsailing starts. I
imagine it’s going to take some
practice to hit the starting line
at speed, on time while keeping
clear of other yachts and staying
in clear air.
You built (at least) one miniyacht
which you recently sold?
Burton: I built 2 miniyachts and
this will be my third. The 2nd
miniyacht was very competitive winning two years running at the
America’s Landsailing Cup.
Will the new owner be racing your
old yacht?
Burton: I think he’s planning to
give it a “go”. He’ll probably be at
Ivanpah this March, he’s got a fast
boat with a good sail. He really
makes it fly!

Burton: Terry Fulbright. How I got
started in my first mini was talking
to Terry. I looked at his yacht with
the sail being in front of the sailor
not behind as in my HYBRID RS
You have been very helpful on the
and found it sailed well. That year
Nalsa.org Yahoo Forum site. An(at Ivanpah) I wrecked my HYBRID
swering questions and advising oth- RS when I was forced into an
obstruction.
ers of your experience in building
Afterward, using Terry’s US mini
and sailing miniyachts. You are to
some extent influencing others and rules and the pieces from my
broken landsailer I built my first
I need to ask - who were the miniyacht pilots who “influenced” you?
US Miniyacht. I returned to Ivaning around in a car. But the mini’s
responsiveness keeps me involved
and attached to the yacht.
You’ve really got to sail the mini.

Are you building another?
Yes! (Burton laughs)
Who is the designer?
Burton: I am. I’m calling the
design the LITTLE HYRBID - it’s
a mixture of many designs and
ideas. My new mini very closely
ressembles the LAKE Le FROY Mini
design by Austrailian Paul Day. His
mini designs are almost a “universal” design followed all over the
world.

What characteristics will you
“design and build” into your new
yacht?
Relative to the LAKE Le FROY
design, my yacht is a little wider 63 inches wide to 66 inches long.
I want it to fit inside my van - if it’s
too long, I can’t close the rear door!
Describe the “basic” elements to
your new miniyacht?
Burton: The frame is 4130 chrome
moly tubing; chassis 2.25 inches
dia with a .125 wall thickness. The
front fork is chrome moly with the
KING PIN’s angle set at 41 degrees.
Sail area is about 4.7 SQ meters
and the windsurfing mast I’ll use
is 75% CARBON FIBER. I have a
custom made sail coming for the
yacht from SAILWORKS in Hood
River, Oregon. The wheels are 8
inch rims, running 4.80-4.00-8
ribbed tires commonly known as
“wheel barrow” tires.
You told me your “king pin” and
steering angle will be more upright
than other yachts. I understand
the 30 degree angle is common to
European yachts. You mentioned
the concept of the “critical steering
angle” with regard to the pilot being
able to steer the landsailer out of a
capsize. Explain?
Burton: All steering setups have a
“critical angle”. I feel the higher the
angle above horizontal, the higher
the critical angle and the less
chance for turnovers (capsizes)
caused by head design.
Who is your sail maker? I understand he is building sails for your
competitors?
Burton: Bruce Peterson of SAILWORKS. I have a sail coming from
him and he has orders for another
4 sails to fit out this crop of International 5.6 Miniyachts.

Burton, you were pretty darned fast
in your first miniyacht, will the new
miniyacht be even faster?
Burton: I would hope so - this will
be a brand new yacht but it ought
to be just as fast or faster. These
minis seem to reach tops speeds
of 50 to 60 mph!
Are you looking forward to the
chance to sail against world class
pilots from Europe, Australia, New
Zealand and South America?
Burton: Yes! And with great
expectations. I would like to see
a large number of US and international pilots sailing with good
fellowship between participants.
I hope to see the sort of comradery between competitors that
broadens our perspectives and
brings good participation from
offshore. I’m already making
contacts and new friends on sites
like SEABREEZE* and I’m looking
forward to sailing and racing with
them on the playa. Let’s race!
What do you hope to see that will
make the 2014 Worlds a “positive
event” for landsailing in the US?
Burton: International events like
this should leave everyone with
a positive, uplifting experience. It
will be especially nice if the international competitors take home a
good feeling .
Dennis Bassano and Carsten Owens both have minis with seats (full
width of yacht) which will allow
them to hike all the way to windward. Is their intention to design
and build in this hiking capability a
sign the minis are developing?
Burton: I would think so. It’s a positive sign for the class if they have
something and it works for them,
then more pilots will go with the

design. This coming March I plan
to be at Ivanpah Dry Lake with my
camera to document the expertise
of these pilot/builders.
Burton, I know you’ve got to get
back to work on your miniyacht.
Thanks for your time.
See you on the dirt,
Duncan

There is a long-running and
excellent discussion of miniyacht
construction on the Sea Breeze AU
Forum.

Many Landsailors in the US double their sailing season by
switching wheels for blades. Although the quest for the right
combination of wind and good ice can be ardous, it seems
there are many more hard water sailing venues than there are
dry lakes. In this article, Dave Farmer cronicles two days of farnorth sailing. Ed.

Day Two: a week of 40 degree weather was just

barely enough to melt down the snowpack on Sprague, and the
National Weather Service promised me a nine mile and hour breeze
starting at nine am. The night time temps dropped into the high
twenties last night, hopefully for long enough to refreeze the surface. I leave home at eight on a foggy Saturday morning, and break
into the sunshine just south of Reardan. Blasting through the rolling
wheatlands, interrupted by the dramatic basalt coulees that have
created these shallow, open country lakes, I start to see signs of wind,
and I begin to smile. It’s looking like a fine day is developing!
The boat’s rigged and ready by ten, and I launch into a seven to
ten mph northerly, and the Fed feels good. I break a couple times to
tweak the runner alignment til she glides effortlessly. The refrozen
snow is a bit bumpy, but slick and fast, and with focus I can nurse the
boatspeed into the thirties. The air temp rises throughout the day,
and with the glorious sunshine I’m toasty all day. I take a breather
a few times between sessions, nibble, and head back for more. Mid
afternoon Frank shows up, sans boat, and we share mine. The ice has
softened up substantially, creating significant drag, and the wind has
lightened as he pushes the boat through the mush repeatedly, struggling to hook up. But he does finally, builds enough speed to tack
upwind to the main body of the lake, and proceeds to wind her up
good. The breeze fills in again, and we trade twenty minute sessions
til the sun tags the horizon. Back onto the trailer she goes, and we
head home, petitioning the lord for more tomorrow.

Photos and text by Dave Farmer

LINK: An interesting collection of
related YouTube Videos From US772.

Day One: it’s Sunday. Wind predicted.

Lake might even be frozen. Up early, light the fire.
Cross the meadow and fire up the stove in the shop.
Begin gathering up the scattered pieces that turn
the little Fed landsailer into an iceboat. Remember
how to fit it all together. Sharpen and align the
blades. Strap her onto the trailer, and head west.
It’s an hour-and-a-quarter drive across the sensuous rolling hills of the Palouse, to Sprague Lake.
The farmland is blanketed in white, with occasional
bursts of brilliant sunshine bringing out the diamonds.
I roll in at 2 pm, there’s an inch and a half of cold,
dry powder atop 4 inches of smooth, hard ice. Wind
out of the NE, 8 mph, running straight down the lake.
Rig the boat, suit up, and I’m soon cruising around
at 35 mph, carving great arcs on the pristine surface.

Not a soul around, the last of the ice fishermen pulling off as I arrived.
An occasional break to make an adjustment to
the machine, or add a layer. Both of us finally get
fully tuned, and I zip around till I run out of daylight.
42 mph max for the afternoon. De-rig under a full
moon and headlamp, and motor home contentedly,
with that smile I’m so fond of.

Season on!…

Trimmer Primer

Tuning, Trimming and Sailing
Duncan Harrison
Tricks and Tips
Manta® Twin and similar

A

long time ago (so the goes the myth) on a remote
desert road somewhere east of Barstow, an old dirtboater wandered, lost, looking for a fabled dry lake, a
playa spoken about in whispers and only around campfires in
cold desert camps. He wandered until he saw what he was sure
was a mirage! It was the most perfect dry lake he had ever seen.
The playa surface was hard packed but with a shiny look to it,
not unlike a glazed donut. He rolled a quarter across the dirt and
it seemed to want to roll out of sight, but he wouldn’t let it. You
see, you could buy a lot of glazed donuts for a quarter back then.
Quietly he wondered to himself — was this the fabled dry lake at
AREA 51?
While setting up his Manta Twin, he didn’t notice the dust devil as
it sailed across the playa. Tacking this way then jibing that way, the
dust devil blew across the old dirtboater. As it passed, it picked up
a dry old folder of papers and smacked
them against the side of his helmet . . .
Later, after the best day of dirtboating,
the old guy stood by his campfire with
a cold beer and studied the ancient
paperback and dry, yellowed papers.
He discovered they were a book and
notes on the theory and setup of sailing machines! His sailing machine! They
appeared to be written long ago, by a
cosmic sailor named WALKER —and
when he rubbed the cover on his sleeve
he could just make out a words; Manual
of Sail Trim.* The old dirtboater read on

and found the secrets and techniques to
sailing which he could use to amaze his
friends and defeat his competitors…
To be fast in landsailing requires the ability to
set up the landsailer to convert wind power
into sail power, in order to sail at the maximum possible speed and best apparent wind
angle, while minimizing drag and resistance.
PILOT POSITION

Medium to heavy wind - keep windward hip and shoulder tight against the outside frame to get maximum
body weight to windward. Avoid bouncing or throwing
body weight from side to side; this may cause sliding or
spin outs.
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Sitting upright - exposes more body surface to apparent wind (slow); reclining as low as possible reduces this
drag (fast). Accepted practice is to move the steering
bar forward (on the MANTA this requires shortening the
steering tube) to allow pilot to recline lower in the seat.
The Manta Twin seat - it’s acceptable to tie the seat
loosely enough to lower the pilot; promotes reclining
and lower center of gravity. But if tied too loose; the pilots tail bone or lower back may hit the rear axle causing
injury (to be avoided).

Lower tire pressure - higher rolling resistance (drag)
but less sliding/spin outs (unless you go too low).

WHEEL BEARINGS

The best advice may be - keep them clean and well
lubricated.
Providing an inner sleeve to fill space between inner
races will help bearings run more smoothly; less friction from side loading and compression from tightening axle nuts.

BLOCKS and SHEETS

Blocks need to run freely with as little friction as posOptimum tire presure is an important factor in speed. sible. The sheet must run freely in and out through
Higher tire pressure - reduces tire rolling resistance the blocks; allowing for instant changes to sail trim
(including very slight changes) at anytime; especially
but promotes sliding/spin outs at higher speeds.
in light wind.
“Harder” tires rolling over softer surfaces may “sink”
Ratchet Block Position - it’s accepted practice to
in (slow).

TIRE PRESSURE

to promote rotation of sail sleeve in tacks and jibes.
The mast tip from factory ends in an aluminum
section (tube) with a flat plastic cap inserted into
the tube. The inside of sail sleeve rubs only on the
outside edge of the plastic cap with minimal friction;
some pilots remove this factory cap and replace it
with a golf ball.

BOOM STIFFENER

Accepted practice is to stiffen the boom with an inserted dowel or stiffener.
A stiffer boom - flattens the lower area of the sail
(this adjustment exists in settings mentioned below);
one negative side effect of a stiffener may be that
a stiffer boom robs lower sail of
power.

draft (more power) of a given section of the sail. In
MANTA® CLASS racing; battens cannot be sanded or
shaped to enhance the location of draft.
Batten tensioners come in many types and styles; all
work well if used correctly.
Lower and lower mid battens - the accepted practice is to set them to the desirable draft before sailing. Too much batten tension may result in battens
that can hang up during tacks/jibes.
Upper mid batten - this batten is very stiff compared
to the lower battens. Adjusted tight enough to promote draft in the sail; it may “hang up” when tacking/

TACK, OUTHAUL and SAIL
DRAFT

Outhaul - flattens lower sail and
moves draft of lower sail forward;
opens lower leech and deceases
side force.
set this block (it clamps to lower mast) around 6 to 8
inches above mast step; allowing for better purchase
when pilot pulls sheet.

Set Up Tips (Sailing and Racing)
MAST RAKE and YOKE

Setting the yoke between 48 to 52 inches above the
mast step is the suggested range. Setting the mast
with less rake in light wind; adjusting for more rake
in higher wind is accepted practice. Yokes sometimes
slip under pressure; use restraining lines to
stop slippage.

the sail is trimmed to maximum effect.
As wind increases - set mast rake farther aft.
Maximum Rake Setting (aft) - increasing sheet
tension may flatten sail sooner and rob it of power
needed to promote acceleration.
Wind Point Instrument - attached to the lower mast
(projecting forward) where the pilot can see it is
acceptable. Some are mounted to frame above front
tire. Knowing the apparent wind angle is a very important tool to proper sail trim and steering the landsailer.

MAST BEND

The lower yoke setting (48 inches); less rake to the
mast. Sail draft will be forward and high; side force
and heeling are strongest. The higher yoke setting (52
inches); increases the mast rake aft; sail draft will be aft
and lower; side force and heeling will be less.
Initial Setting - light air; set the mast more upright.

Fore and aft - flattens the sail; moves draft aft. Mast
bend is affected by sheet tension and yoke position.
Increasing the sheet tension; pulls leech down and aft;
pulls tack down; compresses boom into mast; bends
mast (mid section) forward and flattens the sail.
Mast top bends to leeward - opens leech; increases
twist. Decreases side force and moves draft forward
and down. (See Images next page)

Minimum versus Medium mast rake settings—the
more “upright” the mast rake setting; may provide
a slightly wider range of sail trim adjustment before

MAST FRICTION

Treat mast surface with lubricant (wax, silicon spray)

Initial Setting - the TACK can
be adjusted fore and aft on the
boom; it’s possible to move the
foot (and draft) toward the mast
or away from the mast an inch or
two. Setting the outhaul requires careful attention.
Always set the tack first.
Setting the TACK - closer to the mast moves draft
slightly forward and slightly “rounds” the entry of the
luff. Setting the tack aft moves draft aft; creating a
“finer” entry to the luff. The rounder entry improves
acceleration and pointing; the finer entry has good
top speed potential but less forgiving. In acceleration and pointing ability; the rounder entry is considered more efficient.
Some sailors refer to this rounder entry as the “knuckle”
along leading edge of sail.
Setting the OUTHAUL (CLEW) - after setting the
TACK; setting the CLEW shapes the lower part of the
sail; tighter outhaul flattens lower sail and moves
lower sail draft forward; opens lower leech and deceases side force.

BATTEN TENSION

Battens control the shape of draft and power in the
sail. Generally; the tighter the batten the deeper the
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jibing in light wind. Carrying it “looser in light wind
and tighter in heavy wind” seems to work.
Lubricating the mast helps reduce battens hanging
up; there is also the technique of sheeting the sail
tightly during tacks/jibes; then releasing the sheet
suddenly which helps “pop” the sail luff and battens
to the new leeward side.
Top batten - not much to work with here; just keep
it tight.

SAIL POWER

The power (aerodynamic force) from the sail is generated by air flow along the leeward surface of the sail.
Promoting and maintaining attached air flow is the
most important factor in all aspects of sailing and
racing.

TELL TALES

Maintaining tell tales in good condition and proper

from leech toward luff; this is
OVERTRIMMING and to be avoided!

ACCELERATION MODE

During acceleration - increase
sheet tension to match speed
as landsailer accelerates. Avoid
OVERTRIMMING during acceleration.
Easing the sheet slightly - increases twist and moves draft
forward; helps maintain speed in
lulls (promotes attached air flow
on leeward surface of sail) and improves acceleration while keeping
landsailer upright (less side force).
As landsailer accelerates bring
sheet tighter to match speed.
In LULLS - easing sheet slightly;
promotes attached air flow to
keep sail powered up until wind
returns.

GUST RESPONSE

location on the sail is critical to good sail trim.

SHEET TENSION

Sheet tension directly affects the sail’s leech; decreasing twist; initially
increasing sail shape (fuller) and increasing total force and side force.
Sheet tension also acts on tack of sail as a Cunningham; pulling down
with increasing force as tension increases.
Medium sheet tension - begins to bend mast significantly; compresses boom toward mast (increased mast bending) and flattens the sail;
moves draft aft and increases side force; improves pointing ability.
Maximum sheet tension - bends mast midsection to maximum; flattens mainsail to maximum; causes draft to move significantly aft and
down.
Above maximum sheet tension - MANTA sails tend to invert

Main sheet must be used for gust
responses. Slight changes in wind
speed create major changes in
wind force and power to the sail.
In GUSTS - easing the sheet
slightly (opens the leech) reduces
both heeling and side forces; allows the landsailer to accelerate
efficiently after the gust.
Proper response to gust - allows
landsailer to continue on straight
course with less side force, less
sliding and loss of speed; maintains maximum speed through
the gust, and sets up for good
acceleration (if needed) after the
event.

MANUEVERS
Ducking Another Landsailer
(or ducking for any reason)

First responsibilty is to avoid collision - easing sheet as landsailer
turns down; promotes better steer-

ing control (very important!); speed will increase;
leave plenty of room to pass safely behind the other
yacht; after passing return to original course; increase sheet tension.

Tacking and Jibing

Easing the sheet slightly - just after completing a
tack or jibe; opens leech (promotes attached air flow
to new leeward surface of sail) for faster acceleration;
reduces side force (keeps landsailer upright); promotes better steering control. Ease the sheet more
in light wind and less in medium to heavy winds.
Return to maximum sheet tension as boat speed
increases.

Turning a weather mark

Light wind - be careful not to “over steer” or “over
trim” the sail during the manuever. Easing sheet
slightly will help keep attached flow and promote acceleration. Increase sheet tension as speed increases.
Medium to heavy wind - easing sheet slightly as
landsailer turns down (change in wind speed/direction) opens leech; promotes air flow across leeward
surface (faster acceleration) and reduces side force
(keeps landsailer upright); promotes better steering
control. Increase sheet tension as speed increases.

Turning a leeward mark

Light wind - initially maintain constant sheet tension and apparent wind; then while transitioning to

America’s
LANDSAILING CUP
the fastest sailing surface on the planet
March 23-31, 2013

up wind mode; increase sheet tension.
Medium to heavy wind - just before turning the
mark; easing sheet (slightly - if necessary) will reduce
side force to allow better control of landsailer as it
transitions to upwind mode. After rounding mark;
increase sheet tension to match speed.
During all maneuvers -Move body smoothly from
side to side in seat. Avoid bouncing or throwing body
weight from side to side; this may cause spin outs.

nalsa.org/events

LOSS OF TRACTION (SLIDING)

All sliding during races should be avoided —any
events that cause tires to break traction and slide
(even just a little bit) robs the landsailer of forward
speed; the longer the duration of a slide the more
speed will be lost and must be regained.
To make up lost speed go into ACCELERATION MODE
These instructions have been transcribed
as accurately as possible from those passed
on to the author by the “old guy.” Because
of weathering of the hand written pages,
he might have missed something, but his
experience suggests that he has gotten them
mostly correct. ED.
* A Manual of Sail Trim by Stuart H Walker

Available from Amazon.com. Click
the cover.

Editor@dirtboating.com

Among Landsailors
the Wet
Boaters
Meet With Yacht Clubbers
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A

lamitos Bay Yacht Club of Long Beach, California has the tradition of inviting
“interesting people” to give talks or programs of interest after General Membership meetings. The meetings occur monthly and this past January the invited
group was a bunch of landsailors. The landsailors included Sheila and Carlyle Eberly,
Nord Embroden and myself. Coming along as guests were two new faces to landsailing,
Debbie Kraemer and Gerry Lampert. We were invited to talk about landsailing, show
slides and videos. What ABYC didn’t count on was the we might show up and assemble
a fully rigged landsailer inside the meeting room upstairs!
I arrived at Alamitos Bay Yacht Club about 3 pm, cartopping a PROMO landsailer. After a few moments
of indecision, Steve Kuritz and I wrestled the landsailer upstairs and assembled it for everyone to see.
The PROMO was too tall for the room but we rigged
it anyway and left it hiking a tire with the mast tip
“wedged” against the ceiling - it looked GREAT!
PROMO Class landsailers are made for sailing and
racing on beaches and dry lakes. They are designed
to be relatively simple to build; steel and aluminum
tubing, fiberglass, dacron, plastic and rubber. PROMOs measure about 6 feet wide around 12 feet long
and 18 feet tall. Sail Area is 5.5 Sq meters (approx 50
Sq feet), they weigh in at about 110 Lbs. Top speeds
on dry lakes in this yacht - high 60s low 70s MPH!
Jennifer Kuritz (Madam Vice Commodore) had set
up the projector, which we connected to my laptop the slide show began and ran for several hours until
the general membership meeting. Music for the slide
show was provided by laying the house microphone
on the laptop (music playing) which broadcast the
music to the room. Sometimes you just have to think
outside the box! Slides included photos from El Mirage Dry Lake, America’s Landsailing Cup, Nord’s Nationals and Holy Gale events. Also shown were slides
of World Championship Landsailing on the beaches
of Le Touquet, France and De Panne, Belgium.
During “Happy Hour” several members and guests

wandered in from the bar to watch the slide show
and check out the PROMO landsailer. Sheila added
goggles and some photos to the landsailer - I added
a helmet and gloves. It was a very good display with
sailors taking turns touching, tapping and checking
out the PROMO. We (landsailors) hung out around
the PROMO answering questions, telling stories and
getting a few laughs!
After the general membership meeting and dinner,
Sheila, Nord, Carl and I took turns giving a talk about
landsailing. Nord told how he had grown up on the
peninsula (57th Place?) and had been landsailing on
the streets and beach since a kid. Sheila talked about
GREENBIRD, the landsailer that holds the world sailing speed record (on land) of 126 mph. Members
and guests present were very interested and asked
lots of questions.
We finished with several short videos and clips. Starting with the English Lad’s Boxtic video followed by
Dave Farmer’s crash; beach racing in Belgium; Smith
Creek “invitation to the worlds; and finally Smith
Creek 2012. I have since recieved many kind reports
from sailors that the program was very entertaining
and educational. Our thanks to Sheila, Carl and Nord!
Duncan Harrison
US 453
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Beaufort Bites the Dust
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Sailors’ Term

1

1-3

Light Air

2

4-7

Lite Breeze

Flags and wind streamers begin to move; some dirtboaters begin
to stir, rigging sails and taking note of conditions; some catch small
sucker puffs, which leave them stranded . . . time for a little patience
and more cold beer.

3

8-12

Gentle Breeze

Curtis and Glenn’s flags are extended; experienced sailors are sailing
around the playa; but the wind (still shifty) needs to fill.

4

13-18

Moderate
Breeze

Racing begins; puffs lift small dust clouds; tumbleweeds and small
branches blow in the wind; dust devils may be stronger in the puffs
and shifts; wind direction is now constant.

5

19-24

Fresh Breeze

Great sailing; RV awnings are furled; racing is full tilt boogie; dirtboaters are just blasting around the course; racers churn up dust
clouds which the wind carries for miles; some spin outs in the stronger puffs.

6

25-31

Strong Breeze

Racing smaller yachts is getting hairy; spin outs and crashes occur
in the gusts; visibility in dust clouds is limited; Walt Olivieri gets
another daily 1st; Dave Farmer is just warming up;

7

32-38

Moderate Gale

All racing cancelled; unattended yachts roll, blow or capsize into
RVs and camps, causing minor damage; DIRTBOATERS still sailing
risk blowing out sails, losing wheels and personal injury; this is Dave
Farmer’s wind, nothing more to say.

8

39-46

Fresh Gale

Richard Jenkins sailing GREENBIRD sets the 126 mph speed sailing
record; the regatta tent begins to blow itself to pieces; sailors are
hunkering down like desert tortoise waiting for the weather to pass;
it’s difficult to walk around camp.

9

47-54

Strong Gale

All yachts have been stripped of sails and tucked into the lee of trailers, trucks and RVs; loose chairs, helmets and un-anchored dirtboats
are carried away by the wind.

10

55-63

Whole Gale

Regatta tent now reduced to just the top cover and metal frame;
tables, chairs and anything not NAILED DOWN is blown into the
pucker bushes surrounding the playa.

11

64-74

Storm

VERY RARELY EXPERIENCED; except in gusts; the smart sailors have
left the playa; everybody staying prays it won’t start raining.

12

75+

Hurricane

VIOLENCE and DESTRUCTION; GUSTS strong enough to BLOW the
HAIR OFF YOUR DOG!

Calm

Effects on Dry Lakes

The lake bed is hot; the mirage effect is strong and all around you
the playa looks wet and inviting; time to seek shade and something
cold to drink.
Light puffs swirl around the playa; the mirage effect is still very
strong; dust devils rise straight up in the distance; time to apply
more sun block and cold beer.

OH OH!

